S T R AT E G I C

BRAND

C O M M U N I C AT I O N S

Research

Identity

Web

Positioning

Print

Mobile

Advertising

Packaging

Social

Content Strategy

Retail

Video

Analytics

Environment

Broadcast

User Experience

E-commerce

Apps

Sky’s the limit.
50,000feet is a creative agency devoted
to developing relationships between you
and your customers. From brand identity,
marketing communications and advertising
to all facets of web, mobile and interaction
design, we differentiate you from competitors
and deliver results. Onward and Upward.
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MISSION

INTEGRATED
Everything we do works together to achieve client objectives.

STRATEGIC
Our planning sets the stage for compelling executions and tangible results.

BRAND
Building strong brands and customer relationships is the best long-term strategy.

COMMUNICATIONS
Our work is engineered to send a message and inspire action.
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VISION

COLLABORATION
We strive to be a partner who knows our clients’ businesses.

CREATIVITY
We create impact that breaks through the clutter.

SERVICE
From start to finish, our attention to detail never wavers.

HUMILITY
We take our work seriously—not ourselves.
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We added staying power.
M I N I When BMW asked 50,000feet to help launch MINI in the United States, the

challenge was clear: to establish the vehicle as a lifestyle brand that would become a
part of American culture. Through engaging catalogs, collateral, advertising, direct
mail and packaging, we helped MINI exceed projections and secure the vehicle’s status
as a car for the ages.

LET’S MOTOR.

™

MINI COOPER
AT THE TERENCE
CONRAN SHOP
NEW YORK
MARCH 30-31
APRIL 6-7
APRIL 13-14
2002

The MINI Cooper has changed the face of motoring through its revolutionary design. Sir Terence Conran was knighted for changing the way
we see the world. Both of these British design icons come together to celebrate their American resurgence. Visit the renowned Terence
Conran Shop on any of the following three weekends to preview the new MINI Cooper and to enter for a chance to win an exciting
assortment of prizes. You’ll see why British design is getting more notice than ever. You’ll see why British design is motoring in the fast lane.
March 30th and 31st, 2002 Enter to win a four-day weekend with a MINI. April 6th and 7th, 2002 Enter to win $500 worth of MINI
MotoringGear and $250 Gift Certificate to The Terence Conran Shop. April 13th and 14th, 2002 Enter to win a four-day weekend with a MINI.
The Terence Conran Shop Bridgemarket, 407 E. 59th St. at 1st Ave. Store Hours Mon.- Fri. 11a.m.- 8p.m., Sat. 10a.m.- 7p.m., Sun. Noon-6p.m. Telephone 212-755-9079
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. WINNERS WILL BE ANNOUNCED AT TIME OF SELECTION. ONE WINNER PER WEEKEND. ENTRIES MUST BE MADE IN PERSON AT THE TERENCE CONRAN SHOP AND WILL BE SELECTED ON A RANDOM BASIS. WINNERS MUST SIGN AN AGREEMENT SET FORTH BY BMW OF NORTH AMERICA. ONE ENTRY PER PERSON. OTHER RESTRICTIONS MAY APPLY. BROUGHT TO YOU BY MINI USA AND THE TERENCE CONRAN SHOP.

DESIGN: 50,000FEET, INC. CHICAGO / NEW YORK; FUCSIA PENDANT LAMP PHOTOGRAPHY: CHARLIE SIMOKAITIS, CHICAGO; COLOR SEPARATION: SEVEN WORLDWIDE, INC., CHICAGO; PRINTING: CENTRAL LETTER SHOP, INC., NEW JERSEY.
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Carpet without the footprint.
F L O R To create something truly unique, start from the ground up. To capture FLOR’s

vision for its e-commerce site, FLOR and 50,000feet decided that the best plan of
action would be to wipe the slate clean. A complete and custom rebuild, FLOR.com
provides consumers with equal parts education and inspiration. Interactive features
take visitors through the elements of interior design, helping them explore color,
texture and pattern. Moreover, FLORbuilder™ invites visitors to configure and create
their own rugs, runners and patterns.
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Beyond definition.
S O N Y Tasked with developing brand guidelines and creative campaigns as part of a

global retail strategy, 50,000feet has helped launch many of Sony’s blockbuster
products—from next-generation 4K HDTVs to the Alpha 7R, the world’s lightest, most
compact full-frame DSLR camera of its kind. 50k’s integrated approach combines
print, digital, retail and out-of-home installations around the globe, inviting consumers
to explore game-changing experiences that only Sony can deliver.
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Find inspiration.
K N O L L 50,000feet creates stories that bridge Knoll’s Modernist heritage with its

innovation-driven future. Our approach leverages both traditional and new media
within integrated print, online and mobile campaigns featuring emblematic photography
by Ilan Rubin. To celebrate 75 years, the global platform Modern always was created to
affirm Knoll’s place in Modern design. The campaign couples designers and their work

2008 D’Urso Swivel Lounge with 1962 Platner Coffee Table

with icons from Knoll’s past, appearing in magazines from Fast Company to Monocle.

#modernalways

An idea with legs

Modern. In the classic sense.
Change is constant, but quality is timeless. From modernist
classics to bold contemporary designs, KnollStudio weaves
the best of past and present, creating a wholly unique space.
Find inspiration. 866 945 – 6655. knoll.com

1966 Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, Architect,
Barcelona® Chair. Photo: Dirk Lohan

Modern always

™

Celebrate 75 years of iconic design for home and office, from the
pioneering vision of Ludwig Mies van der Rohe to the contemporary
work of Rem Koolhaas and OMA. Always timeless. Always true.
Shop and explore the new knoll.com 800 343-5665

50000feet.com
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Full-bodied with a strong ﬁnish.
T E R L AT O W I N E S As stewards of some of the world’s finest wines, Terlato believes

that communications require the right blend of information, education and sophistication.
50,000feet has developed interactive and print campaigns for signature labels across a
legendary portfolio of brands and designed The Luxury Wine Report, Terlato’s proprietary
market insights, industry trends and best practices. The most recent edition engages
readers through captivating information design and photography.

t e r l at o & c h a p o u t i e r l i e u d i t m a l a ko f f
9 3 p o i n t s w i n e s p e c tat o r

THE LU X URY W INE R EPORT
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THE LU X URY W INE R EPORT

Brimming with Optimism

Youthful Ambition

Looking Ahead, Luxury Wine Consumers Show Little Sign of Curbing Their Appetite

Millennials Have an Enthusiasm for Luxury Wine That Remains Unmatched
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When U.S. wine
consumers were polled
on their intentions
for the year ahead,
an overwhelming
majority of Luxury
Wine Consumers (62%)
reported that they
planned to buy the
same number of $12+
bottles as in years past.
An additional 33%
reported they would
be purchasing even
more $12+ bottles.

This forward-thinking
optimism among Luxury
Wine Consumers is
especially pronounced
among the Millennial
generation (ages 21–36).

24%
63%
14%
Men

22%
64%
13%
Women

More $12+ Wines
The Same Amount
Fewer $12+ Wines

*Significantly higher than
Non-Luxury Wine Consumers

*Significantly higher than
other age groups

35% *
59%
6%
21–29

23%
68%

62%

9%

s o m e i n v e s t m e n t s a r e m e a n t to b e t r a d e d.

30–44

ot h e r s a r e m e a n t to b e s av e d a n d s av o r e d.
17%
69%
14%
45–59

12%
56%

w w w.T erl aT o win e s .c o m

31%
60 and up

SOURCES

Wine Mood Omnibus
KW Strategems, February 2013
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Driving force.
B M W O F N O R T H A M E R I C A BMW offers drivers a wide array of products and services

to enhance the ownership experience. For more than a decade, BMW has engaged us
to infuse its communications materials with a premium brand voice. Efforts have included
the development of a digital brand strategy, integrated advertising campaigns, online
tools that enable dealers to build customized print ads as well as an Aftersales publication
designed to improve communication between BMW and its dealer network.
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Redefining money.
M A S T E R C A R D As a global consumer brand leader, MasterCard is making transactions

faster, easier, more convenient and more secure. At 50,000feet, it is our challenge
to assist in developing strategic communications and tools that market their products
and services and strengthen the MasterCard brand. 50k helps demonstrate how
MasterCard payments solutions make life easier for consumers, merchants, business
partners and governments in markets around the world through a mix of print, video
and interactive tablet- and browser-based web applications.

MASTERCARD® WORLD ELITE™
1.2.1

PRODUCT POSITIONING

HIGH AFFLUENT

EXCEPTIONAL SERVICES,
ACCESS, AND RECOGNITION
For successful and demanding people who expect nothing
but the best in service and support, MasterCard World Elite
products are an indispensable tool, offering a wide array of
exclusive benefits, privileges, and services anytime, anywhere.
MasterCard World Elite is rich with benefits and privileges.
Helping cardholders understand the variety and options their
cards provide is critical to driving preference and loyalty. So
to make it easier, we have packaged card benefits under four
pillars:
•

Service

•

Travel

•

Experiences and Offers

•

Peace of Mind

Using these as a basis for communications will help
you to simplify messaging the value and benefits of
MasterCard World Elite.

FOR WHEREVER YOUR
DREAMS TAKE YOU.
Recommended Headline (Credit)

YOU HAVE IT ALL.
BUT WHY LIMIT YOURSELF TO THAT?

OPEN EVERY DOOR WITH EASE.
Alternate Headlines (Credit)

DEBIT MESSAGING

While the above positioning will apply to both credit
and debit products, the focus of communications will
differ by card type. World Elite Debit will emphasize
compelling protection, convenience and extraordinary
privileges for everyday spend and cash replacement.

MAKE THE ORDINARY EXTRAORDINARY.
Recommended Headline (Debit)
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Mass

Working toward a better life.
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At work in the world.
I V Y F U N D S In investing, it’s not just what you know; it’s what you do with it. 50,000feet

was approached to bring the Ivy Funds story to life through an integrated campaign,
which featured documentary-style videos, with footage from Western China to the Arctic
Circle. Building on the success of the campaign, 50k redesigned Ivy Funds’ website to
align the content and features with the needs of today’s investors and advisors. Responsive
and mobile-optimized, the site is easy to use on any device—anywhere, anytime.

I V Y FUNDS Accountability & Collaboration

Our Ideas Stand Up To
Scrutiny — Every Morning.

“The world changes every
day. Our job is to understand
the global, political and
economic implications 12
to 18 months out.”
M I K E AV ERY

President

At Ivy Funds, each day begins with the Morning Meeting:
a roundtable where portfolio managers and analysts review
news from every corner of the global economy. A process
we started decades ago, it stresses group collaboration
to create our best thinking—and accountability for those
tasked with implementing it.
Through bull and bear markets, we’ve followed a
time-tested investment process, marked by rigorous debate,
hands-on research and a proven cross-disciplinary
approach. Because we never forget it’s our clients’ money
we’re managing.

I V Y F U N D S .C O M
SM

FAC EB O O K .C O M / I V Y F U N D S

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Investment return and principal value will fluctuate, and it is possible to lose
money by investing.
Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of a fund carefully before investing. For a prospectus
containing this and other information for the Ivy Funds, call your financial advisor or visit us online at www.ivyfunds.com. Please read
the prospectus or summary prospectus carefully before investing. I V Y F U N D S D I S T R I B U TO R , I N C . 18 6 8 9 (10 /13)
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Logging the miles.
H A R L E Y- D AV I D S O N 50,000feet began working with Harley-Davidson in 2001,

launching Anatomy of a Custom, a print primer that demonstrates the brand’s robust
customization process. 50k took this into the virtual realm by developing an application
that lets riders see what their motorcycles look like fully customized and accessorized.
Our work continues to leverage an encyclopedic knowledge of the brand and includes
web applications, film and video, CGI, print and interactive.
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Innovation generation.
P E R K I N S +W I L L 50,000feet was tasked with developing the pièce de résistance for a

year of video retrospectives, a microsite and blog, print communications and events—
all in celebration of the firm's 75th anniversary. The result was Space To Place: a 164-page
commemorative volume that brings the vision and spirit of the world's largest sustainable
design firm to life. Today, our team continues to help tell the story of the firm as its
practices expand around the world.
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Looking great on paper.
S A P P I For designers and printers the world over, Sappi is the standard for fine coated

paper—ceaselessly educating, inspiring and innovating. Sappi partners with 50,000feet
on a range of projects—from the concept, design and development of its educational
and training portal to an all-new set of swatchbooks that re-launched the Sappi Digital
Papers brand. 50k develops direct mail, e-mail and accompanying promotions as well
as collaborates on Sappi’s digital initiatives.

Discover
Sappi
Digital
Papers

Digital
Spectrum.
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wor th ev
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complete
digital po
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the project—fr
oject—fro
om pho
hottobo
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oks to
ever yday dir
direct ma
mail—Sappi Digital
Papers meet your needs.

Press Credentials.
All Sappi papers meet exacting standards.
And, thanks to third-party testing, the same
can be said for our digital papers.

McCoy

Opus DX

HP Indigo

McCoy for HP Indigo Gloss

•

McCoy for HP Indigo Silk

•

HP T-Series

Kodak
NexPress

McCoy Digital Gloss

•

McCoy Digital Silk

HP Indigo + Digital

Opus

•

•

•

Opus DX Gloss

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Opus for Inkjet Web Dull

•

•

•

Flo Digital Gloss

•

•

•

Flo Digital Dull

•

•

•

In addition to the presses listed in this chart, McCoy Digital, Opus DX and Flo Digital
are suitable for other digital production color presses.
Opus for Inkjet Web is optimized for HP T-Series and Kodak Prosper presses.

production notes

Inkjet Web

Opus DX Gloss Cover 80lb / 216gsm,
Printed 4-color process on the HP Indigo
10000 Press plus offline satin laminate

Digital

Please help us preserve our planet. If you
choose not to keep this book, please place
it in a recycling bin. Thank you.

You know and love both photobook-quality McCoy for HP Indigo and legendary
McCoy Digital. You look to Flo when in need of an economical, everyday sheet.
Joining the Sappi Digital Papers lineup are Opus DX, a cross-platform sheet for
both dry and liquid toner digital presses, and Opus for Inkjet Web, optimized
for direct mail with unparalleled image quality.

The names, symbols, logos, and all other
intellectual property of the companies,
brands and people appearing herein are
the exclusive property of their respective
owners and should not be interpreted as
an endorsement of or by Sappi; any legal
and equitable rights in their intellectual
property are exclusively reserved to
those owners.
The data, specifications and/or certifications
provided herein are current as of the date
of printing and may change without notice
in Sappi’s discretion.
SAPPI is a trademark of Sappi Limited.
MCCOY, OPUS, FLO and SAPPI ETC
logo are registered trademarks of Sappi
Fine Paper North America.
© 2014 Sappi Fine Paper North America.
All Rights Reserved.

Sappi Fine Paper North America
255 State Street, Boston MA 02109

800.882.4332
www.sappi.com/na

Effective 03.14

eQ Journal
scoring
Off Register
Ideas That Matter

The Standard

color correction

varnish techniques
posters

Sustainability

Searchability
digital printing
coatings
book binding
sustainability
technical tips
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Xerox iGen3
Xerox iGen4

Opus DX Dull
Opus for Inkjet Web Gloss

Flo

Kodak
Prosper

PRO-5983

Relentless.
S R A M SRAM’s business encompasses virtually every component used in competitive

cycling today and continues to redefine state of the art. As a partner who shares
SRAM’s passion for design and sport, 50,000feet helps launch the brand’s competitive
new products. Our work is comprehensive—from naming and brand identity to fully
integrated video, digital and print campaigns—bringing these innovations to market
through multi-channel communications that speak directly to cycling enthusiasts.

MINI
BLOCK
TECHNOLOGY
™
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Design the future.
G U G G E N H E I M PA R T N E R S The Guggenheim name represents a rich tradition

of innovation and success in finance, philanthropy, education and the arts—and
Guggenheim Partners stands on the shoulders of that legacy. To re-launch
EliteDesigns, 50,000feet created a brand identity system that combined the
Guggenheim visual identity with seven newly commissioned works by artist
Simon Page. The resulting look and feel conveys a simple but powerful message
translated through a fully integrated, cross-platform campaign.

security benefit life, a Guggenheim Partners Company, specializes in innovative asset
management solutions. EliteDesigns® offers a portfolio of well-known asset managers,
which empower clients and financial advisors alike. Our approach to investment
management is at once innovative in design yet grounded in time-tested principles.

created by security benefit life, a Guggenheim Partners Company, the EliteDesigns
Variable Annuity combines the advantages of an insurance product with the power of
a diverse investment platform. Well-suited for long-term investment management
strategies, EliteDesigns allows for tax deferral on investment returns and offers a full
spectrum of underlying investment options.¹ Tax-efficient investing has long been one
of the key components of accumulating wealth over the long term, and EliteDesigns
can be an effective vehicle through which an investor may achieve that goal.

2
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Treasure Hunt.
H O L LY H U N T To celebrate 25 years of legendary design, 50,000feet collaborated with

HOLLY HUNT to bring the portfolio to life online. The website encourages interior design
professionals to search and explore more than 3,500 luxury furnishings, lighting,
textiles and leather through a personalized dashboard and interactive tools. The result
is a celebration of the work of a design icon and an ode to the best of Modernism.

50000feet.com
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You belong here.
A R C H E R H O T E L 50,000feet and LodgeWorks have partnered on the development

of several boutique hotel brands, Archer being the newest and the group’s first in
Manhattan. 50k concepted not only Archer’s print communications and websites,
but most every piece of branded ephemera encompassing the guest experience.
50k curated the brand as classic yet bold, familiar yet refined, developing the identity
system, logomark, brand voice and persona across all applications.

My PLACE

& YOURS

Neighbors of Archer Enjoy 15% Off Published Rates
Archer New York is a new boutique hotel that evokes the creative soul of its
Garment District neighborhood. A welcoming residence filled with curated luxuries,
Archer promises a staff dedicated to your service. The experience is further
heightened by David Burke fabrick, the chef’s new restaurant offering a menu of rustic
American dishes with a side of artistic flare. Get ready for 22 stories, 180 unique
guest rooms and a surprise around every corner.

ARRivAl

depARtuRe

guests

Book Now

reserve

Rooms
About Archer
Location

Hello,
ARCHeR HeRe

Gallery
Offers

Brick by brick and room by room, we promise
a distinctive New York luxury hotel stay each and
every time. Get ready for 22 stories, 180 unique
rooms, and a surprise around every corner.

Rooftop
Blog

What can you expect from our Midtown West
Hotel? Five-star bedding that begs you to stay.
Enticing modern American cuisine from my good
friend, Chef David Burke. Well-crafted cocktails
served rooftop under the shadow of the Empire
State Building. And sincere service – always.

david burke’s

Restaurant
fabrick

Rooftop

Our Midtown Manhattan hotel arrives Spring
2014. I’ll be expecting you.

button bar

about archer

archer hotel new York / 45 west 38th street / new York, nY 10018 / toll-free 855-437-9100 / local 212-719-4100
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Building the brand.
H D S U P P LY Always on the job, HD Supply promises to deliver “What you need.

Where you need it. When you need it.” And when HD Supply committed to rebranding
the company, they expected the same from 50,000feet. What they needed: A strong
identity program for the master brand, 14 business units and Canadian affiliates.
Where they needed it: In 45 states to serve 900 branches and more than 20,000
associates. And, they needed it fast. All said, a job well done.
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Search for yield.
T. R O W E P R I C E At its best, the search for insight is a conversation, a back-and-forth

exchange of data and ideas. T. Rowe Price’s integrated campaign Where the Conversation
Begins is a grounded take on the fund-advisor relationship. In a conversational approach
that is both inviting and savvy, the campaign encourages financial professionals to bring
their questions to T. Rowe Price. Spanning print, digital, video and environmental, the
campaign provides real-world answers through thoughtful and engaging communications.
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The face of futures.
I C E IntercontinentalExchange began as a new concept to offer transparency and

convenience to commodity traders both on and off the trading floor, which the maverick
company did through several disparate offerings and platforms. 50,000feet was called
on to consolidate the brand and help set a strategic vision, positioning the company
for its IPO and the future ahead. The initiative included conducting research around the
world and developing a global brand identity system, supporting communications and
robust website that included personalized trader desktops.
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Hello gorgeous.
M O T O R O L A It started as an effort to integrate Motorola’s global point-of-sale materials

with strategic brand guidelines. It became a global conversation that revolves not
around the technology but around the way it can empower people. Motorola understands
that millions of consumers see Motorola communications before they ever get to use
their phones. 50,000feet helped make that connection through retail, advertising, POS,
exhibits and interactive design. And that connection grows stronger every day.
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From the insight out.
R H R I N T E R N AT I O N A L For more than 70 years, RHR International has helped transform

businesses by improving executive effectiveness and heightening business performance.
To remain competitive and build global brand awareness, RHR enlisted 50,000feet to
refine its identity with the goal of better communicating its value proposition, points of
differentiation, relevance and impact. The new identity and supporting collateral help
demonstrate RHR’s command of today’s business environment and its understanding of
clients’ evolving needs, optimizing the firm’s investments in thought leadership and content
distribution and helping serve a more diverse, global, mobile and networked client base.

Contact Us

Client Login

SEARCH

Transforming
leadership from
the insight out.
W H O W E A R E Our ability to foster great leaders
comes from insight into what makes them good and the
know-how to make them better.

Services
B OA R D & C EO
S ER V I C E S

S ENIOR T E A M
EF F EC T I V ENE S S

E X EC U T I V E
DE V EL O P MEN T

INDI V ID UA L
A S S E S S MEN T

Roundtable

Contact Us

Client Login

SEARCH

Discover Your Untapped Talent
Treasure Trove

The Perils of Fast-Tracking
Executives

Employers Need to Help New
Executives Hit Their Stride

Archit v, tor as si a peles ni optaepe liandamus, offic
temod que volest, si atqui omnimolupta volor as aliquam
eum. Torum que ressimi, ad quasimus.

Nam harchil lignat aut et quia que nemqu oditate volorio
blam adipien derfero etur sape pos quo venecte etqui
con natem. Pudit volupta sus doluptati sinit dolorem.

Dandi officto quam volorios est exceseque cum aut
voloritia it quameni millaut asimo dipsam neeptas delut
omnit ut facea ptaturecto et occuptibus.

September 18, 2014

August 10, 2014

June 30, 2014

Contact Us

© 2014 RHR International LLP. All Rights Reserved.

Legal Notice
Privacy Policy
W H AT W E D O

Client Services
We see what others don’t. Our unique perspective comes from our focus on the
executive suite, our business acumen and experience, and our expertise in individual,
group and organizational psychology. We merge art and science to make a significant,
positive impact on executive effectiveness and business outcomes for our clients.

Board and CEO Services
We help boards, CEOs and new leaders navigate the complex and challenging process of
leadership transition.

RHR INTERNATIONAL CASE STUDY

Senior Team Effectiveness

Que ne ne plibus dolor
magnia sint is reratur.
Fugiandipsa nis nobit la
que latiber iorpore atur.

We bring proven insights, processes and techniques — focused on the group — to create
stronger, more aligned and more effective executive management teams.

Executive Development
We architect high-impact development experiences for core talent to improve executive
performance, engage leaders, and increase readiness for senior roles.

Individual Assessment

El im duntioria prem iliquam aspersp elenit venihit volestium
fugit am, si doluptur, tem nonse voluptae vellam voluptaquias et
autestissus dolorum in nam reniendes sed qui ipsae nerls.

We leverage tailored, psychology-based processes to drive high-quality talent decisions
and help mitigate risks associated with senior executive transitions.

“Great leadership transforms the performance of the business,
creates prosperity for employees and stakeholders, and
ultimately impacts the well-being of society.”
Thomas J. Saporito, Chairman & CEO
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Levi’s

More text about the case study. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing
elit. Aenean euismod bibendum laoreet. Proin gravida dolor sit amet lacus accumsan
et viverra justo commodo. Proin sodales pulvinar tempor.
View full case study
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Download 01: Dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit.

Link 01: Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit. Aenean euismod bibendum laoreet.

Link 01: Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit. Aenean euismod bibendum laoreet.

Download 02: Proin gravida dolor sit amet
lacus accumsan et justo commodo est.

Link 02: Proin gamet lacus accumsan et viverra.

Link 02: Sit amet lacus accumsan et viverra.

Link 03: Sociis natoque penatibus et magnis.

Link 03: Vatoque penatibus et magnis dis part
urient montes

Download 03: Ntoque penatibus et magnis dis
parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus.
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A promise for life.
A B B O T T Since 1888, Abbott has been driven by a single purpose: translating science

into lasting contributions to health. But in 2012, the company reached an inflection point,
spinning its proprietary pharmaceuticals business into a separate company. Comprised
of the remaining business lines, Abbott was now a distinctly different company, complete
with a new strategy. To help articulate this bold new direction for both customers and
the company’s 65,000 employees, Abbott turned to 50,000feet for creative execution
and a wide range of communications- and brand-related support.

Researchers by trade.
Pioneers by nature.
The faster technology improves, the faster we all benefit. It’s why innovation plays
such a central role in what we do at Abbott; each new development holds the promise
of a better outcome. abbott.com

FOR
ALL AGES

BE T TER, BEST,
AND BE YOND

DOING
THINGS RIGHT

FROM
ALL SIDES

ON THE
GROUND

THE STORY OF ABBOT T

Our story is one of ambition—
the ambition to achieve global
health, with lives lengthened
and improved. This has been
our goal since the very beginning.

ALL ALONG
DISCOVER MORE BY CLICKING THE NAVIGATION AT THE TOP

We’re taking
health to
new places.
From everyday moments to some of life’s biggest milestones, Abbott is
there—helping you navigate all the turns in the journey. On the ground
in 150 countries, we are developing innovative and lasting solutions
to local health challenges worldwide. abbott.com
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Health is a
lifelong pursuit.
T U R N I N G S C I E N C E I N TO C A R I N G
Every stage of life comes with its own health challenges—challenges which Abbott has
been helping people overcome for more than 125 years. Our diverse products span the
healthcare needs of all ages—from science-based nutrition and essential medicines to
world-class diagnostic systems and life-changing medical devices. abbott.com

Welcome home.
M O N A R K Dealing in the finest details and helping both the trade and consumers

find the perfect appliance fit, Monark Premium Appliance Company is a distributor
network that partnered with 50,000feet to validate and steer the brand unification
of Florida Builder Appliances, Standards of Excellence and Westar Kitchen & Bath.
The consolidated company is a distinctive entry in the luxury home appliance category—
brought to life through a fresh brand identity and inspired messaging across
platforms, channels and media as well as a new website that reinforces a consistent
experience from showroom to online.

S T O R Y O F A B R A N D

NOW

this is a story of family —a cast of

characters as kaleidoscopic as a desert
sunset, as embracing as the fog, as familiar
as beach sands under foot. Once Florida
Builder Appliances, Standards of Excellence
and Westar, we three are now becoming one.
For generations, our family of companies
has met the most exacting
standards in order to realize the
extraordinary. We continue to hold
ourselves to the same standards,
delivering uncompromising quality that’s
second to none. Now, we reap the benefits
of going to market as a single, unrivaled
brand representing all the best things we
have to offer.

LIFE
HAPPENS
HERE

How our story unfolds
is up to each and every
one of us. The passion
with which we play our
parts will define our
success as the premium
appliance company.

ALL
TOGETHER
NOW

Unrivaled selection. Undivided attention. Monark offers the best appliance
brands and the most attentive service. monarkhome.com
S H O W R O O M

L O C A T I O N S

Scottsdale / Tempe / Tucson / Concord / Hayward / Rohnert Park / Sacramento /
San Rafael / Santa Clara / Bonita Springs / Miami / Pompano Beach / Sarasota /
West Palm Beach / Winter Park / Las Vegas / Reno

@monarkhome

facebook.com/monarkhome

pinterest.com/monarkhome

50000feet.com

houzz.com/pro/monarkpremiumappliance
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TIME
—

PLACE
—

Words from conversations in person, on site and over
phone echo through our minds. The speculative
what ifs fade to today’s reality—because time and again
you’ve said: we’re ready.

Not only do we offer our skills to create
the finest homes, but we apply the same level
of consideration and care to the experiences
we build and share in our showrooms.

OF

OF

C O N TA C T

Jim Misener
Principal
50,000feet, Inc.
773 529 6760 x11
inquiries@50000feet.com
50000feet.com
@ 50000feet
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A Chicago institution.
A I G A C H I C A G O In this city, most people immediately start naming their favorite steak

house or deep-dish pizza when reflecting on true, ‘Chicago’ institutions. But for those
who covet typefaces and pantone colors, the Chicago chapter of the American Institute
of Graphic Arts is top of mind. In 2008, 50,000feet was given the honor of being the
marketing and design agency of record. Throughout the year, our office produced
communication materials across all media for the association.
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A journey for independence.
S A N C T U A R Y F O R FA M I L I E S There is no heartwarming side to domestic violence — only

countless stories of battered families and broken lives. That’s a tough place to start
when raising awareness and funds in the non-profit sector. Since 2001, 50,000feet has
helped Sanctuary for Families hone its message by focusing on a single theme: domestic
violence starts in the home and ripples through the surrounding community. It’s a reality
that none of us can afford to ignore.
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Pictures speak volumes.
S I M O K A I T I S P H O T O G R A P H Y Charlie Simokaitis’ portfolio is loaded with images that

convey emotion and tell rich stories. When designing his award-winning promotions and
website, 50,000feet created an environment that let the pictures do the talking — a
setting that both allows Charlie’s talent to shine through and provides the foundation
for a creative journey that never ends.
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